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Irrespective of whether the programs are referred to as
"performance-based," "competency-based," or "skill-focused," the
advocacy of teacher preparation schemes designed to promote measur-
able capabilities of instructors is beginning to be quite fashion-

COD
able among teacher educators. A recent surveyl of California
teacher education institutions found that two-thirds of the insti-

l>. tutions participating in the survey indicated they were engaged
at least partially in competency-based teacher preparation. There
is even a multistate consortium 4 on performance-based teacher educe-

CN1
tion featuring such forward- looking states as Arizona, Florida,
Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Vermont and Washington.0 Surely, if most teacher educators a.,:e not caught up in the compe-
tency-based game, then we are at,le.Ist witnessing the re-game0 warmups.

Whether competency-based teacher education will become some-
semi thing other than one of those ephemeral fade so common in teacher
old% education remains to be seen. Although many teacher educators are

Er4 quick to join the competency-based movement at the verbal level,
few are willing to devote the requisite energy to devising the
criterion measures without which the apptoach is only rhetoric.
In the recent survey3 of California teacher education colleges and
universities, no institution reported satisfactory assessment pro-
cedures for a competency-based program. As with so many educational
innovations, advocacy is less expensive than workable implementation
procedures.

Teacher Competencies as Enabling Skills

But there is another aspect of the competency -based teacher
education movement which is equally intriguing. If you sit in on
almost any discussion among proponents of competency-based teacher

'Performance-Based Teacher Education, Vol. 1, No. 5, December 1972,
pp. 1, 5.

2Multistate consortium on performance-based teacher education, c/o
Bureau of Teacher Education, New York State Education Department,
Albany, N.Y.
322. cit.
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riucation, you will hear them describing the teacher competencies
they are trying to promote as though they were ends in themselves.
As with many recent religious converts, the fervor of these teacher
educators for competency identification has become so all-consuming
that they lose sight of what the competencies are really supposed
to accomplish.

Reducing the problem to its essentials, we can see that what-
ever competencies a teacher acquires must be viewed as vehicles for
making that teacher more effective. And more effective, in this
instance, means a teacher better able to help learners. Thus, the
competencies most frequently identified by performance-prone teacher
educators are really en route skills which should contribute to the
terminal of being able to help learners. For example, suppose
one of the teacher competencies we are trying to promote involves
the teacher's ability to view real or simulated instructional situ-
ations and identify the extent to which certain instructional
tactics have been employed. We assume that the teacher who can
master such a skill will subsequently be able to apply this skill
in real instructional situations. Such skills should thus be viewed
as precursive to one's becoming an effective teacher.

Now the point of this distinction between en route and ter-
minal competencies is that the bulk of competencies currently
viewed as the staples of performance-based teacher education are
well removed from those which might legitimately be viewed as
terminal. And unless en route skills are constantly verified as
being actual contributors to terminal skills, then we have little
assurance that defensible competencies are being promoted.

Some of the competencies sought by teacher educators should
be closer to the terminal proficiencies we wish teachers to display.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the teacher education appli-
cations of one measurement approach designed to assess such a near-
terminal competency. The measurement approach under consideration
is the teaching performance test.

Teaching Performance Tests: Description and Rationale

In brief4, teaching performance tests work as follows: An
instructor is presented with one or more explicit instructional
objectives (plus a sample test item) and is directed to prepare
a short lesson designed to accomplish the objective(s). If the
objective deals with a topic presumed to be unfamiliar to the
teacher, then relevant background information is made available.
After planning the lesson, the teacher instructs a group of
learners (either children or adults) for a short period of time,
e.g., 15 minutes. The number of learners can be as few as a
half dozen or as many as an entire class. At the conclusion of

4McNeil, J. D., and Popham, W.J., "The Assessment of Teacher
Competence," Chapter 7, The Handbook of Research on Teaching,
R.M.W. Travers (Ed.), MacMillan, in piss.
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the lesson the learners are given a posttest5 based on the objec-
tive. While not previously seen by the teacher, the nature of the
test is readily inferrable from the objective the teacher has been
attempting to achieve. Characteristically, learners are also asked
to rate how interesting the lesson was. If such an interest rat-
ing is employed, the teacher is apprised of the forthcoming rating
and encouraged to design a lesson which not only accomplishes the
cognitive objective, but also promotes positive learner interest
ratings.

Using these two indicators, an estimate is provided of the
teacher's ability to promote prespecified objectives, both cogni-
tive (as reflected by posttest performance) and affective (as re-
flected by the interest ratings). Now it may be argued that an
unrepresentative estimate of instructional prowess is yielded by
measuring a teacher's ability to promote learner attainment of
prespecified objectives for a small group of learners during a
brief time period. Yet, while perhaps not as representative of
the real teaching world as we might wish, there are sufficient
parallels with reality that such an assessment procedure may have
utility for teacher educators. In particular, since it more closely
approximates a terminal teaching skill than many of the competencies
currently being fostered by performance-based teacher educators, it
may have advantageous instructional and evaluational dividends.
The remainder of this analysis will (1) set forth three distinctive
applications of teaching performance tests in teacher education
operations, (2) describe actual inservice and, preservice situations
in which performance tests have been employed, (3) identify usage
guidelines derived from these experiences, and (4) discuss certain
problems which have arisen in the use of teaching performance
tests.

Application One: A Focusing Mechanism

It is the writer's belief that much of the educational ineffec-
tiveness which exists in our schools can be attributed directly
to teachers' preoccupations with instructional process. Far too
many teachers are caught up wifh concerns about devising new and
exciting ways of teaching, without ever verifying what effects
those procedures have on children. Some teachers pridefully
announce that they strive to "teach their class differently every
year," never recognizing that they may be abandoning one year an
approach that was truly effective the previous year. Innovations
are adulated for their own sake. For instance, open schools are
currently in vogue. Ten years ago it was nongraded schools. A
decade earlier we were praising the raptures of the core curriculum.

Not that there is anything intrinsically wrong with these
new instructional approaches, for surely they possess many meri-
torious features. It's just that too many educators succumb to

5If novel subject matter is employed, no pretest is typically
employed. With-less esoteric topics, a pretest may be utilized
to identify sufficiently naive learners.



the lure of an attractive instructional process without checking
the quality of its impact on learners. And that, after all, should
be the reason we search for better instructional procedures.

Hence, as a method of counteracting what appears to be an
almost hereditary concern about instructional process, frequent
use of teaching performance tests can provide a mechanism to focus
the teacher's attention on the effects of instruction. Since in
a performance test situation the quality of a teacher's efforts is
predicated on results achieved with learners, both cognitive and
affective, it is difficult to discount the effects of instruction
on pupils. For example, if you are a prospective teacher who
during a semester is obliged to teach a half dozen or more mini-
lessons (as short duration teaching performance tests are sometimes
called), and the first concern after your lesson is a determination
of its effects on learners, it is difficult to see how you would
not soon begin to view as important a lesson's impact on pupils.

This initial application, therefore, is instructional in
nature. More specifically, it is designed to foster a disposi-
tion on the part of the teacher, namely, a disposition to view as
important the effects of instruction on learners.

Application Two: A Setting for Testing the Value of
Instructional Tactics

Even though the foregoing application, i.e., as a mechanism
for focusing teachers' attention on the consequences of instruction,
may have suggested that attention to instructional procedures was
somehow reprehensible, such is surely not the case. .We can only
secure good results with learners if we use appropriate instructional
processes. The trick is to apply instructional techniques judi-
ciously in such a way that we can either verify their efficacy (in
terms of effects on learners), or at least be able to make high
probability guesses that a given technique will yield desirable
results with pupils.

A second application of teaching performance tests involves
their use as a method of allowing teachers to test the differential
effectiveness of various instructional techniques. Teachers can
complete a series of minilessons attempting to incorporate differ-
ent instructional tactics, then judge their worth in terms of the
results yielded with learners. For instance, suppose a teacher
taught the same minilessons to two different groups of comparable
learners, the lesson being essentially the same except that one
lesson provided much opportunity for learners to practice the skills
called for in the minilesson's objective, while the other lesson
provided no such practice. The teacher could then contrast the
posttest results of both lessons and begin to reach a conclusion
regarding, for certain kinds of instructional objectives, the
efficacy of providing relevant practice.

Not that a tactic-present versus tactic-absent design must
be employed in this second application of performance testa, for a
teacher can often gain insights regarding the value of a given



instructional procedure from using the procedure even without the
"control" treatment. This is particularly true when for a particu-
lar performance test there are some normative data which, even in
rough terms, yield an estimate of how well teachers typically
perform on the lesson. This point will be treated in more detail
later.

An important aspect of this application of teaching performance
tests is that a teacher need not be the actual instructor in a mini-
lesson to profit from the minilesson teacher's experience. A
typical format for the conduct of minilessons, either those taught
to younger learners or to a group of one's peers, is the post-
lesson analysis session. During this session, the teacher's instruc-
tional approach is appraised in terms of its effects on learners.
Many teachers report they learn as much from watching the minilesson
teacher's lesson, then analyzing its strengths or shortcomings, as
they do from actually teaching the lesson themselves.

Frequent teacher performance tests, either for teachers as
minilesson instructors or as an object for group analysis of other's
instructional efforts, can provide the focus of a consequence-
oriented preservice or inservice teachers education program.

Application Three: A Formative or Summative Program
Evaluation Device

Developmental work with teaching performance tests is still
at such an early stage that it may be imprudent to employ them for
the evaluation of individual teachers. The only exception might
be for isolating instructors who are extremel weak or strong in
their ability to accomplish prespecified goals. Nonetheless, as
a program evaluation assessment technique, performance tests may
have considerable utility. Indeed, the most important use of
teaching performance tests may be as instruments to aid in the
appraisal of inservice or preservice teacher education enterprises.

The argument, briefly, is that if a teacher education program
sets out to promote teachers' abilities to accomplish prespecified
objectives, then the program can be legitimately evaluated in terms
of its ability to do so. Here's how the evaluation strategy might
work. At the outset of a teacher education program, e.g., a pre-
service credential sequence or an extended staff development insti-
tute, a representative sample (or all) of the participating teachers
could complete one of two different performance tests (e.g., Test
X and Test Z, with half the teachers completing Test X and half
Test Z). At the close of the program, the teachers would complete
the other performance test. The prediction would be that for both
tests the teachers' post-program efforts would produce markedly
better results than the pre-program efforts. As a summative evalu-
ation stratagem, such an approach could yield devastating informa-
tion. What happens, for instance, if a teacher education program
discovers its teachers are no better able after intensive instruc-
tion to promote learner mastery of objectives than they were prior



to instruction? Surely drastic changes in the program seem
warranted. Perhaps, if such failures are recurring phenomena,
the program should be terminated.

If performance tests are employed at earlier stages of the
program, with a view to guiding program modifications during the
course of the instruction, then formative evaluation benefits
can also be derived from the use of teaching performance tests.

In review, then, we have briefly examined three possible
applications of teaching performance tests in connection with either
preservice or inservice teacher education efforts. There will, of
course, be other uses of performance tests in teacher education.
For example, a professor might use teaching performance tests as
a motivating mechanism, showing novice students that more skilled
teachers can out-perform beginners in such instructional situations.
But focusing for the moment on the three application strategies
described thus far, we can examine some actual utilizations of
teaching performance tests.

Actual Inservice and Preservice Applications

The Jordan Complex. One of the first reported uses of teach-
ing performance tests to aid practicing teachers took place during
1971 in the Jordan Complex, an affiliated group of urban schools
in the Los Angeles City School District. Under the leadership of
LaVerne Parks, Complex Director, groups of teachers met weekly
after regular school hours to witness each other taking turns
teaching minilessons, then discussing the merits of the teaching
approaches. Lessonswere divided about evenly between those
designed for young children (volunteer pupils were used as learners)
and those designed for adults (teachers participating in the pro-
gram took turns serving as learners).

Reactions to the program, extending over several months, were
quite positive. Merle Williamson and Joyce Cooper, the class leaders,
gathered anonymously-supplied course evaluation data indicating that
84 per cent of the participating teachers felt the class had helped
them (1) understand the role of instructional objectives, (2) plan
lessons for given periods of time, (3) develop alternative instruc-
tional strategies, and (4) critique lessons on the basis of post-
test results. Eighty-seven per cent of the participants reported
that the class had helped them personalize_instruction. Mrs. Parks
remarked, in reviewing the experience, that-"One of the most exciting
outcomes from this course was that teachers began to look more cri-
tically at themselves and their peers in terms of factors contribut-
ing to successful pupil results."6

UCLA. As might be anticipated because of the writer's affili-
ation, use of teaching performance tests in the teacher education
program at UCLA over the past years has been fairly extensive. All
three of the applications discussed in the previous section have

6Personal communication to the writer, May 15, 1972.



been employed, with attention generally given to the use of per-
formance tests as an instructional intervention.

Typically, teaching performance tests have been used with
pre-service candidates, usually involving lessons taught to other
members of the class. The setting for these lessons is ordinarily
referred to as a minilesson clinic and features the customary
teaching - testing- analysis model. Usually one or two minilessons
are taught during a two-hour clinic session. During some terms we
have tried to squeeze three minilesson assignments into a single
two-hour lab period. On other occassions we have required the
prospective teachers to generate their own objectives and tests,
then try to accomplish the objectives in a short-term lesson, as
an additional exercise in promoting learner goal attainment.

The most recent procedure we have employed for using teaching
performance tests is described in some detail in the Appendix.
Briefly, it involves the use of weekly nine-student minilesson
clinics during which one preservice credential candidate teaches
six classmates while two classmates plus a teaching assistant
serve as instructional analysts. In addition, each credential
candidate is obliged to teach at least three minilessons outside
of class time to small groups of adults. Thus, in a ten week
academic quarter, prospective teachers have about two dozen oppor-
tunities to serve as minilesson teachers, analysts, or learners.

As our use of minilesson clinics has increased, there has
naturally been great interest in the manner in which the teacher
education students were receiving them. At the end of the Fall
quarter, a quarter during which minilessons were employed according
to the scheme presented in the Appendix, students were asked to
supply anonymous evaluations of the course at its conclusion.
Little structure in the evaluation form was presented to the
students, only requests to isolate parts of the course they liked
most, liked least, etc. Of the 58 students who mentioned the
minilesson clinics, 32 were positive and 26 were negative. In
view of the fact that none of the minilesson clinic leaders
possessed any prior experience with minilesson clinics, either as
participants or supervisors, hence were probably less skillful as
clinic leaders than might have been wished, these results are not
distressing.

One of the hopes in setting up minilesson assignments so that
students were obliged to teach the same minilesson a second time
(outside of class time) was that the minilesson teacher would pro-
fit from the clinic critique session. Hopefully, the insights
gained from the analysis of the teacher's lesson would lead to
instructional improvements when the minilesson was retaught and a
comparable posttest form was used to assess learner achievement.

Happily, this appears to have been the case in the Fall, 1972
UCLA situation for, from the reports supplied by class members
(to which no grade credit was applied), both cognitive and



affective performances increased more frequently on the yetaught
lessons than they decreased, as can be seen in Table 1. Of course,
these data are only suggestive in view of the fact that there were
no controls exercised over the ability of learners in the retaught
or initially taught lessons.

Table 1. Results of minilessons retaught
after initial minilesson clinic analysis

First lesson
Superior

No
Difference

Second Lesson
Superior

Cognitive
Posttest

Interest
Rating

n = 18 n = 6 n = 31

n = 13 n = 9 n = 33

Recently we have also used performance tests in connection
with program evaluation. During the Fall, 1972 quarter, six mini-
lessons were randomly assigned to approximately a dozen credential
candidates (from a particular teacher education course) at the
beginning of the quarter, and to a different group of credential
candidates at or near the close of the quarter. In gross terms, the
prediction was that the performance of these prospective teachers
would be better later in the quarter, presumably after the impact
of the teacher education program had worked its "beneficial" effects.

Since the minilessons were to be taught to classmates, care
had to be taken not to involve any students in minilessons at the
first of the quarter (either as teachers or learners) which they
would encounter at the close of the quarter. Since six different
minilessons were used, this posed no problem. Although it had
been planned to have three teachers per minilesson on both an
early-in-course and late-in-course basis, with student attrition,
missed assignments, etc., a less balanced performance distribution
resulted. The minilessons were taught to groups of approximately
six learners (according to the procedural scheme described in the
Appendix), with the early-in-course minilessons occuring during
the second week on the quarter. Ideally, the first week would
have been used for the pretest minilesson, but course organization-
al requirements dictated that the second week was a more reasonable
choice. Minilessons completed during weeks eight, nine, or ten
of the ten-week quarter constituted the late-in-course measures.
Since all minilessons were completed on Fridays, this means that
prior to the late.course minilessons the credential candidates had
typically experienced a minimum of about eight weeks of instruction.

- 8 -



The teacher education program variation under consideration in-
volved daily two-hour class sessions, including lectures, dis-
cussions, observations in public schools, and the minilesson clinic
activities.

Results of the early course versus late course measurement
are presented in Table 2 for both the cognitive measure (posttest
percentage correct) and affective measure (interest rating). All
data included in Table 2 are mean results for a given minilesson
teacher, typically based on an n of five or six classmate-learners.
It should be noted that since six different minilessons were em-
ployed, with different levels of difficulty and interest associated
with each, interpretation of the data should focus on the columns
of the table.

Table 2. Mean results of early-in-course and late-in-
course minilessons taught by credential candidates in
a UCLA teacher education program.

Cognitive Results

Minilessons

5 1 61 I 2 I 3 1 4 1

Posttest Percentages Correct

Early-in-Course

Late-in-Course

72
74
80

90 36 84
90
96

82 60
74

88
90
92

73
95

36
50
65
67

86
97

82 82

Affective Results

Minilessons

1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6

Ratings of Lesson's Interest (5 = hi, 1 = low)

Early-in-Course

Late-in-Course

2.7
3.2
3.4

3.8 3.8 3.6
3.8
4.0

3.0 2.6
3.8

...

3.0
3.8
4.0

3.3
4.5

3.2
5.0
4.1

4.0 3.2 4.6



An examination of Table 2 will reveal that the predicted
results were supported by the data. For both indices, i.e., mean
posttest percentages correct and interest ratings, the late-in-
course performances exceeded the early-in-course performances.

By converting the results for each performance test to standard
scores for that measure, with a-mean of 50 and a standard deviation
of 10, it was then possible to pool the data from all six performance
tests and compute separate t tests for both the cognitive and affec-
tive results. A summary of these analyses is presented in Tabl,:t. 3
where it can be seen that a significant difference was present in
both instances, with a mean difference of .83 standard deviation
unit present in the case of the cognitive measure and .97 standard
deviation unit for the affective measure. Both differences, as
hoped, favored the late-in-course teaching performance tests.

Table 3. Analysis of early-in-course and late-in-course
minilesson results, pooled on the basis of standard score
transformations.

n X S.D. Raiff. t p*

Cognitive Results
Early-in-course 11 45.46 7.86

8.31 2.25 <.025
Late-in-course 13 53.77 9.28

Affective Results
Early-in-course 11 44.73 5.59

9.73 2.57 <.01
Late-in-course 13 54.46 10.90

*one-tailed

This represents the initial time, at least to the writer's
knowledge, that teaching performance tests have been used in this
manner as a teacher education program evaluation technique. It is
obvious, even from examining the data table, that some refinements
are in order, e.g., the disparate n's in the columns, etc. Never-
theless, as an illustration of the use of performance tests for
program evaluation purposes, the foregoing description may be of
some utility.

California State University, Northridge. During summer, 1972
two inservice workshops for approximately 50 teachers and adminis-
trators were sponsored by California State University, Northridge
in coordination with Administrative Area K of Ihe Los Angeles City
Schools. Clare Rose, the instructor for both workshops, reports
that teaching performance tests were used in the workshops as a
vehicle for achieving one of the workshop goals, namely, that par-
ticipants would be able to supervise objectives-based instructional
improvement programs.



A demonstration minilesson was presented in each workshop
followed, one week later, by having all workshop participants
serve either as minilesson teachers or student3 as particular
minilessons were taught twice by six volunteers. Prior to the
second teaching of each minilesson, an analysis of the initial
lesson was carried out. Professor Rose reports that 90 per cent
of the minilesson teachers were able to promote higher posttest
results on the second lesson. She indicated that 100 per cent
of the workshop participants reported, on anonymous end-of-session
evaluation forms, that the minilesson activities had been valuable.

Professor Martin Levine has also employed teaching performance
tests in preservice teacher education for several years at Cali-
fornia State University, Northridge. Most recently, Professor
Levine reported the following format for his use of performance
tests;

My preservice secondary education methods course meets
on the campus of a participating junior high school,
usually for three hours weekly (e.g., Wednesday 9-12).
One or two classes of secondary pupils are assigned
to the college methods class by the principal. Usually
pupils in these classes are classified as "low abil-
ity learners" in need of more individual attention.
Pupils are assigned at random to college trainees who
are responsible for achieving prespecified instruc-
tional objectives issued by the instructor. Each
trainee teaches his miniclass of three pupils for one
hour during each weekly meeting of the course. Objec-
tives deal with general study skills and thus are
appropriate for both pupils who need to master this
kind of objective and for college trainees who come
from all of the different academic areas commonly
taught in secondary schools. Trainees have a week
to prepare to teach each objective. A teaching time
limit of thirty minutes or less is usually set. The
instructor administers a pretest and posttest. Train-
ees analyze their teaching effectiveness in terms of
how well their pupils achieve the objectives. Train-
ees may re-teach objectives during subsequent meetings
in cases which warrant it. From time to time, trainees
combine miniclasses, with one member teaching to a
prespecified objective while his peers observe the
lesson for use of such instruceoal principles as
practice and feedback. A postc3servation conference
is held immediately after the lesson. Usually in-
struction takes place in a large area such as the oral
arts room or the school cafeteria where the instructor
can monitor the entire process assisted by the master
teachers.

User Guidelines

Based on our limited experience to date, there appear to be
a few guidelines which might re of value to teacher educators



considering the utilization of teaching performance tests. Some
general suggestions Kegarding the use of performance tests are
available elsewhere.°

First, it has become apparent that the capability of the mini-
lesson analyst (when group use of performance tests is involved)
is far more critical than had been anticipated. Unless the person
supervising the analysis session is both convinced of the value
of the activity and able to provide instructional insights (when,
for example, poor learner performance occurs), then the minilesson
may be far less profitable than possible. Too many teachers will
write off minilesson teaching efforts, pp-4c rly if poor perfor-
mances occur, as unrepresentative of the :1 _rmance in a "real"
teaching situation. Thus, one of the missions is to
clarify the parallels of the minilesson activity and regular class-
room teaching. Further, a deft instructional analysis can provide
an unsuccessful minilesson teacher with a promise of future success
during re-taught or other subsequent lessons. The minilesson super-
visor must eliminate the frustration that follows failure if no
improvement plan is presented. Skilled supervisors are so impor-
tant that, in the writer's view, unless they are available in
sufficient numbers (or can be trained in time) group-type mini-
lesson activities should not be undertaken.

A second point relates to the use of minilessons with children
or adults. Reports to date suggest that while a steady diet of
minilessons for young learners is palatable, exclusive use of adult
learners (e.g., teacher educator classmates or colleagues) is less
acceptable. Teacher educators who, for a variety of practical
reasons, may prefer to rely on minilessons for adult learners,
should strive to provide, as a change of pace, a few minilessons
involving younger learners.

Third, there seem to be some discernable dividends associated
with providing some type of normative data, even roughly displayed,
against which to interpret one's performance as a minilesson teacher.
Without such comparatiN, data, the teacher or supervisor is hard
put to tell whether a given performance is good ox bad. Referring
back to Table 2, it can be seen that there are clear differences,
both in difficulty and probable interest, in certain of the mini-
lessons. How is the minilesson teacher to know whether his/hers
was a well designed and excecuted lesson if no interpretive frame-
work is provided? We need to supply minilesson teachers with, what
any golfer needs to make the game more meaningful, a rough notice
of what constitutes a par performance.'

8In the teaching improvement kits distributed by Instructional
Appraisal Services, Box 24821, Los Angeles, Califo.nia 90024.
9In the absence of clea:31, posted signs indicating pars (per hole)
of three, four, or five' the writer's early experiences on a
golf course would have suggested that an acceptable number of
strokes per hole was something closer to 10, 15, or 20.



Of course, normative data are not absolutely indespensible,
for when a minilesson teacher discovers that his or her learners
are all scoring around 50 per cent on a task for which 90-100 per
cent proficiency had been anticipated, then the teacher at least
has the knowledge that expectations have not been attained -- and
that's better than nothing. But comparative data are really a

he' c.

P,0b.1.-ms

Teacher performance tests, when employed as resources for
teacher education evaluation or instruction, are in their infancy.
Not surprisingly, therefore, a score of diaper-related difficulties
have already arisen. And until a definitive Dr. Spock volume
arrives to deal with our dilemmas, we'll have to do some trying
and, unfortunately, some erring.

One of the most basic problems facing would-be users of per-
formance tests stems from the instruments themselves. We have not
yet made an acceptable effort to delineate the defining dimensions
of performance tests, in terms of their content, objectives, post-
test nature, background information, difficulty level, etc. Almost
all of the recently developed performance tests have been devised
more or less on the basis of experience and intuition. This situ-
ation needs to be rectified without delay.

A related problem is the reliability of the teacher performance
tests themselves. We do not yet have sufficient data to know how
many minilessoris a teacher must attempt before we can assess the
teacher's overall level of competence on such tasks. It is expected
that a teacher will not rate consistently high, say, on all mini-
lesson attempts because his teaching score will depend in part on
the subject matter of the lesLon, in part on his own teaching
approach to that lesson, and in part on how well other factors
have been controlled. We are optimistic that teachers on the ends
of the competency contimuum can be isolated for special assistance
or special commendation.

A minor problem but one which can yield troublesome imple-
mentation difficulties, is the necessity to select topics for mini-
lessons which will be viewed as important, both by the teachers who
carry out the minilesson and by the students who are taught. In
an effort to identify novel topics, thereby eliminating the need
for pretesting, a few topics have been chosen which are so esoteric
as to yield atypical (or all too typical) student apathy. Perhaps
it may be wiser to select some main line curricular objectives and
go to the trouble of pretesting prospective students in order to
locate a suitably unknowledgeable learner group. Such minilesson
topics might then be viewed as more meaningful by both teachers and
learners.

Finally, the logistics problems associated with proper use of
performance tests should be anticipated. An examination of the



step-by-step details given in the Appendix will reveal the level
.of organizational planning needed to head c,ff confusion. For
instance, it is highly desirable to provide teachers of unsuccess-
ful minilessons with an opportunity to re-plan and then re-teach
the lesson to a different group of learners. But providing these
re-teaching opportunities takes a good deal of planning time.
Faced with such planning frustrations, many teacher educators
will be tempted to return to the less taxing, but perhaps less
effective, lecture-discussion classroom format. Anticipating
logistical problems can help avoid them. A competent secretary or
teaching assistant can alleviate logistical distractions by work-
ing out the organizational requirements in advance.

Review

In retrospect, an attempt has been made in this paper to
discuss possible applications of teaching performance tests to the
activities of teacher educators. If a bias in favor of such appli-
cations was reflected in the paper, this was only natural, for
such is the writer's bias. Although still a rather primitive tool,
the performance test may be a valuable instrument to teacher edu-
cators. As we look at ancient man's hand axes, we may view them
as incredibly simple devices, yet their impact was enormous. No
strict analogy is being proposed here, only a plea to consider
teaching performance tests as an additional tool in our teacher
education kits. Think of how many sabretooth tigers we might slay.

r.
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Appendix

TEAM S MINILESSON CLINIC GUIDELINES

UCLA Teacher Education Laboratory
Fall, 1972

Commencing with the second week of the quarter, each student
enrolled in Team S will be required to participate either as an
instructor or a "learner" in a weekly Minilesson Clinic. The pro-
cedural elements of that participation will be outlined below.

One Booklet Required

During the first week of the quarter, when enrollments have
settled down to some extent, a Minilesson Clinic assignment list
will be distributed. Nine students will be assigned to a partic-
ular Minilesson Clinic group. Three of the students in each group
will be designated as the A group, three as the B group, and three
as the C group. (These arbitrary designations do not reflect the
instructors' grading vision and will have no relationship to the
final grade earned in the course.) Each student should, without
delay, then go to the Student Book Store and purchase one copy of
the Adult form Teaching Improvement Kit which bears the same letter
as the one he or she was assigned. For example, a student in Mini-
lesson Clinic No. 13 who is designated as a member of the B group
should purchase a copy of Form B of the Adult Teaching Improvement
Kit. Please note that there are some optional Teaching Improvement
Kits available in the book store for use with children but that the
required Teaching Improvement Kit, one of the three forms available
(i.e., A, B, C), is an adult kit. With these materials in hand,
the Minilesson Clinics will get underway the second week of the
course in the assigned rooms.

One minilesson will be taught at each clinic, thus the indiv-
idual assigned to teach on a given date must be present and pre-
pared to teach. Failure to do so will result in a severe grade
penalty. Yet, excused absences will occur. Therefore, all students
should be ready to teach one week early in case of an unanticipated
absence by the regularly assigned teacher.

General Nature of the Participation

To provide a brief overview, an individual student's respon-
sibilities will be described. First, a student will be obliged
to instruct the six students in his Minilesson Clinic group who
have been assigned other letters than his/her own. For example,
a C member of the Minilesson group would be obliged to teach a
lesson from the C Teaching Improvement Kit to the six A and B
students in the group. Second, each student must act as a critic
for two minilessons taught by the members of the minilesson group



who posses the same letters. To illustrate, a B member of Mini-
lesson Clinic group No. 7 would not only teach one B minilesson
him/herself, but would serve (along with another B member) as a
critic while two other B lessons are being taught to the six A
and C students. Finally, each student will be obliged to locate
one or more groups of at least three adults to whom each of the
three minilessons in his or her teaching kit can be taught, using
a form of the posttest other than that employed in the Minilesson
Clinic. Thus, in summary, each student will teach one minilesson
to Team S classmates, critique two other minilessons being taught
to Team S classmates, teach three minilessons to adults other than
Team S classmates, and serve as a "learner" for six minilessons.

Procedural Specifics

Now, in more detail, here are the step-by-step procedures
to be followed by each student. First, consult the minilesson
assignment sheet to note which group, letter, and which week you
have been assigned. Now read the first three chapters of the
Teaching Improvement Kit (pp. 1-15). You may wish to examine the
minilesson assignment information in Chapter 4. Do not examine the
posttests (on green and blue sheets) which are included in the
Teaching Improvement Kits. The minilesson clinic sessions have nct
been assigned to influence your grade in the course, but ere spec-
ifically intended to help you improve your instructional skills.
As a consequence, examination of the posttests prior to your
teaching the lesson would reduce the likelihood that the minilesson
would be beneficial to you.

On the day designated on the assignment sheet you will be
obliged to +-each one of the three lessons in your improvement kit (1,
2, or 3). On that day you will instruct (for no more than fifteen
minutes) the six members of your group who have been assigned other
letters, e.g., for the B students this would be the A and C students.
The two members of your group who have been assigned the same letter
will sit somewhat apart from the "student" group and will attempt
to analyze the quality of your teaching plans, activities, etc.
At the conclusion of the fifteen minute lesson the perforated copies
of Posttest 1, (green paper) should be removed from your teaching
improvement kits and distributed to your six "students." You should
not have seen the posttest prior to this moment. These tests should
be quickly completed and scored by the Minilesson Clinic group
leader. On the basis of the average scores on (1) the interest
rating and (2) the posttest, discussion of the teaching should be
conducted in terms of the results produced. That is, good learner
performance should result in a discussion focused on instructional
tactics which seemed effective, poor results should lead to a dis-
cussion focused on instructional procedures which might be altered.
To assist you in judging how effective a given teaching performance
was, at the rear of each Teaching Improvement Kit data are avail-
able regarding how successful other teachers have been with each
minilesson. Results of each student's performance will be turned
in, but not for grading purposes, by the Minilesson Clinic leader.



On two occasions, therefore, each student will be serving
not as a "learner" but as a critic. On those two occasions the
student (having access to the Teaching Improvement Kit under
consideration) will have had an opportunity to examine the mini-
lesson assignment prior to the clinic. He or she will undoubtedly
have some thoughts regarding an appropriate instructional procedure.
This may be beneficial during the post-lesson analysis session. It
will be useful to have two people, other than the Clinic leader,
who are as conversant with the minilesson requirements as the
teacher. During the analysis discussion it is anticipated that
the Minilesson Clinic leader and the two critics will take pri-
mary responsibility for isolating elements of the lesson that were
particularly effective or ineffective. Remember that the appraisal
of instructional means should be made chiefly it terms of learner
results, that is, the averaged interest ratings and posttest scores.

The final responsibility for each Team S stizdent is to teach
all three of the minilessons in his or her kit to anather group of
adults, that is, someone other than Team S students. Since each
of the minilessons in the Teaching Improvement ILts has two equiva-
lent posttests, the Team S students should not, either deliberately
or inadvertently, examine Posttest 2 (blue sheets). Ideally after
the original teaching of that minilesson in the Minilesson Clinic,
each student should locate a group of at least three adults (friends,
relatives, or people off the street) who would be willing to serve
as students for the approximately 20 minutes involved for this
assignment (15 minutes of teaching plus five or so minutes of tes-
ting). The minilesson should be taught and results summarized on
the Minilesson Posttest 2 Summary Report Forms which have been pro-
vided (see attachment). The information called for is brief, yet
should be completed in its entirety. These Minilesson Posttest 2
Report Forms should be turned in weekly during the 9 o'clock class
meetings. In other words, an individual Team S student should have
an opportunity to reteach the minilesson he originally taught to
Team S students after a critique of the first lesson. Hopefully,
this analysis will be useful in promoting improved learner perfor-
mance. The other two lessons in the Kit will, for that student,
be taught for the first time. Ideally the discussion of a class-
mate's teaching of that same lesson will prove useful in helping
devise an effective lesson.

Other Considerations

Results of the weekly Minilesson Clinics will be made avail-
able so that students who wish to compare their performance with
that of other Team S members may do so. As indicated previously,
there are other, optional Teaching Improvement Kits available in
the book store for use with younger learners (elementary school
age). Furthermore, minilessons in the adult kits can be used with
mature secondary school students. Thus, it is possible to teach
minilessons from another kit (other than the letter assigned) to
high school age students. Either of these activities, that is,
teaching minilessons to elementary or secondary school youngsters,
should be considered optional for Team S students. Remember, the



whole purpose of the Minilesson Clinic operation is to improve the
Team S member's skill in accomplishing prespecified objectives with
teaching procedures which are also interesting to the learners.
The amount of time that you can devote to promotion of this par-
ticular competency will undoubtedly yield great benefits to your
future students. As a consequence, please approach the Minilesson
Clinics and outside minilesson assignments as a real opportunity
to increase your instructional skills.
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Your Name

MINILESSON POSTTEST 2 REPORT FORM

Minilesson

Date Minilesson Taught. Today's Date

Setting for teaching and types of learners (One or two sentences)

Number of students taught

Results: Average Interest Rating

Average Percent Correct on Posttest

Was this the second time you taught the minilesson? Yes No

If this was the second time, supply the Average Interest Rating

and Average Percent Correct for the first time you taught the

minilesson.

Comments (Optional):

Below give the names and phone numbers (If available) of at least

three of the students you taught.


